*Lives in Balance: Annotated Images Analysis*

**Using the chart above, answer the following questions:**

1.) What does revenue mean?

2.) Explain how COVID-19 has changed Arizona’s state budget.
Using the memo above, answer the following questions:

1.) To whom is the memo being sent?

2.) Give a brief summary of the memo.
Using the map above, answer the following question:

1. What four states do the Navajo Nation reside in?
Using the chart above, answer the following questions:

1.) In your own words, what do you think the term “unemployment rate” means?

2.) How can you tell if the unemployment rate is going up or down?

3.) Do you think knowing the unemployment rate is important? Why or why not?
Using the chart above, answering the following questions:

1.) In your own words, what does GDP mean?


2.) How has the US GDP been affected by COVID-19?
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